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Abstract 
As preliminary knowledge, we first review some basic results for convex con-
servation law and non-convex conservation law as well, existence, uniqueness, 
stabil i ty for weak solutions to Cauchy problems and Riemann solutions. Subse-
quently, we investigate periodic asymptotic behavior of weak solutions to both 
convex and non-convex conservation laws. The attention wi l l be given to the 
complicated yet interesting wave interactions of various waves due to the non-
convexity. To il lustrate the main idea, we wi l l only deal w i th the asymptotic 
behavior toward shocks. 
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Asymptotic behavior of solutions to partial differential equation is very important, 
because it tells us what we usually observe in reality. 
As far as scalar hyperbolic conservation law 
ut + f { u ) , = 0, (1.1) 
where u G R, is concerned, when / " (u) > 0, deep understanding for the large 
time behavior of weak solutions was obtained by Friedrichs[l l], Lax [20]. W i th 
the aid of explicit representation of weak solutions, they found long time behavior 
of convex scalar hyperbolic conservation law depends only on the far field states 
of the init ial data. More precisely, when Riemann solution wi th the same end 
states as the init ial data is a shock wave, the solution wi l l converge to the shock 
wave wi th a shift. Similarly, when the end states generate a rarefaction wave as 
Riemann solution, then the weak solution wi l l go to the rarefaction wave. When 
init ial data has compact support, the solution wi l l tend to an N-wave due to 
cancellation of shock waves and rarefaction waves and spreading of rarefaction 
waves. Even for systems of conservation laws, when each characteristic field of 
the system satisfies the generalized notation of convexity, genuine nonlinearity, 
we almost have similar asymptotic behavior of weak solutions due to Gl imm and 
Lax [13], DiPerna [9], L iu [23], therefore, Riemann solutions are global structure 
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for weak solutions. 
Obviously, all these phenomena are feature of nonlinearity. Since the linear 
scalar conservation laws have unique continuous solutions [16] and wave profiles 
at any t ime have similar shape, therefore, we can not have asymptotic behavior 
of solutions as we described above. However, i t is not true for nonlinear case, 
formation of singularities must occur for some in i t ia l data. For this reason, we 
have to study weak solutions containing discontinuities, that is, solution satisfies 
the equation in the sense of distribution. Although, in general, there is no classical 
solution, the theory for convex hyperbolic conservation law is almost complete 
and beautiful. The study of conservation law dates back to the study on Burgers 
equation by Hopf[15]. Lax gave a systematic study of convex conservation law in 
20] due to an explicit representation, uniqueness of weak solutions which satisfy 
Oleinik entropy condition was obtained by 01einik[29 . 
I t is a pi ty that are not all flux functions convex, for instance, some models in 
elastic plastic material sciences, magnetohydrodynamics, etc. To our knowledge, 
up to now, the understanding for non-convex conservation law is not enough, in 
particular, asymptotic behavior of weak solutions. As a matter of fact, the study 
on non-convex conservation law has a long history. In 1960, Oleinik and Kalash-
nikov [30] constructed the local solution for non-convex conservation law. Later 
on, Oleinik [29] gave an extension of the entropy condition in the case of non-
convex, non-concave functions / ( u ) , which enabled her to extend the uniqueness 
proof to this case. The break through for general scalar conservation law was due 
to Kruzkov [17]. In 1970, Kruzkov [17] creatively introduced a good definition 
for weak solution to general scalar conservation law. Actually, the solution de-
fined by Kruzkov not only satisfies the equation itself in the sense of distr ibution, 
but also satisfies all conservation laws induced by original conservation law. Us-
ing the symmetric property of entropy and doubling variable method, Kruzkov 
proved existence, uniqueness and stabil ity of weak solution under his definition. 
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Although Kruzkov's method is very useful and elegant, i t is not easy to deal w i th 
asymptotic behavior of solution by his method, since the method mainly focuses 
on solution in any finite time, i t is not a theory for global behavior. 
Comparing wi th convex conservation law, i t is much more diff icult to study 
the asymptotic behavior for non-convex conservation law, since for convex con-
servation law, due to Lax geometric entropy condition, shock waves absorb all 
other waves, new waves can not be generated from shock waves, therefore, the 
backward characteristic wi l l never cross discontinuity. Asymptot ic behavior is 
a direct consequence of this observation, see [24，36, 8]. However, this does not 
hold for non-convex conservation law, since, besides genuine shock, there are con-
tact discontinuities in weak solutions, there are some new waves which emit from 
contact discontinuities. Consequently, generalized backward characteristics may 
cross discontinuities, see [37], therefore, to obtain asymptotic behavior for non-
convex conservation law, estimate in [24, 36, 8] must be improved. When f" has 
only finite zeros, Cheng [3] obtained that asymptotic wave profile coincided wi th 
Riemann solutions determined by end states of in i t ia l data. Zumbrun [37] gave 
a better uniform decay when ini t ia l data has compact support for a special class 
of equations. 
The asymptotic behavior of solution to conservation laws w i th periodic ini t ia l 
data is another interesting topic. For convex scalar conservation law, Gl imm 
and Lax [13] showed that the solution wi l l converge to the mean value of ini t ia l 
data uniformly w i th a rate 0 { l ) / t . For non-convex conservation law, the study 
of asymptotic behavior for spatial periodic solution started from Greenberg and 
Tong [14], uniform rate of decay as was first obtained by Colon [5] for a 
special class of in i t ia l data and a special class of flux functions. When the flux 
function satisfies 
/ (O) = / ' (O) = f"(0) = 0， uf"{u) < 0， UT^O, (1.2) 
Dafermos [7] showed uniform decay of f'{u{x,t)) for periodic in i t ia l data zero 
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mean. As a special example, i f u is solution to dtu + dx{ \u^) = 0, then t)= 
t) satisfies the equation dtv — dxi^v^) = 0, which satisfies the assumption 
(1.2). For this special example, the estimate in [37] improved all results about 
decay rate for periodic solution in [14，5，8, 4 . 
In the following, we wi l l give an outline of the rest of this thesis. In Chapter 
2, we wi l l introduce some basic concepts and results for convex scalar conserva-
t ion law, such as Rankine-Hugoniot condition, entropy condition, uniqueness of 
weak solutions and Riemann problems. Subsequently, we consider non-convex 
scalar conservation law, where mainly we wi l l review Kruzkov theory. After these 
preparations, we wi l l focus on Riemann solutions to non-convex conservation law 
in Chapter 4. In last chapter, Chapter 5, we wi l l investigate periodic asymptotic 
behavior and long t ime wave profiles for both convex and non-convex conserva-
t ion laws through Burgers equation and Ut + {y)X = 0 as examples respectively. 
The attention wi l l be given to the complicated yet interesting wave interactions of 
various waves due to the non-convexity. In particular, the appearance of compos-
ite waves and contact shocks make the analysis of large-time asymptotic behavior 
more interacting compared wi th the convex case. Instead of the abstracted treat-
ment give in [3], we use a more elementary approach, which is based on the 
method of generalized characteristics. The advantage of this approach is that 
first, i t can yield more structure on the detailed behavior of solutions. Second, 
i t has the potential to be generalized to systems of non-convex conservation laws 
23]. To il lustrate the main idea, we wi l l only deal w i th the asymptotic behavior 
toward shocks. However, we do treat interesting interactions of various waves. 
Chapter 2 
Convex Scalar Conservation Laws 
In this chapter, as preliminary knowledge, we wil l give some basic notations and 
basic properties of weak solutions for convex scalar conservation laws. 
2.1 Cauchy Problems and Weak Solutions 
A solution t) is called a classical solution to the Cauchy problem 
ut + /(w)^ = 0, a; G R, t > 0, (2.1) 
w(a;,0) = wo(a；), x eR, (2.2) 
i f u{x, t) is a C^ function and satisfies (5.13) and (5.14) pointwisely. To avoid 
infinite propagation speed, we assume that UQ is bounded on M, in addition, the 
flux / is a given function of class C°°. Let w G C^ be a classical solution of the 
Cauchy problem and write X(u) = / ' (u ) , then, we can define the characteristic 
curves in E x [0，T] as curves t i~~> {s{t),t), which are integral curves of the 
following differential equations 
种’力 ) ) = / '⑷ . （2.3) 
I f f{u) is linear, i t is easy to see that A is constant and the characteristics are 
straight lines. 
9 
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Actually this is also true in the general cases, since 
= (U f + A(u)ua;)(s(t),t) 
= 0 . 
Therefore, u is a constant along each characteristic, using equation (2.3) again, 
we know s(t) is a straight line. I t follows that characteristic which starts from 
(y, 0) is the straight line 
s(t) = y + MMy))i- (2-4) 
I f for some y^ < '"2, K M V i ) ) > M仰 ( "2)) wi th Uofei) + ^0(2/2), then for 
王= y^ - , 
A K ( y i ) ) - A(uo(2/2))' 
we have, 
A(iio(yi))t + yi = X(uo(y2))t + y2-
Therefore, at the point (A(no(yi) -t + yi, t ), there are at least two different 
values for solution u(x,f), thus classical solution does not exist when t 二王. 
Since classical solutions are not sufficient to resolve equation (5.13), we alter-
atively look for weak solutions to Cauchy problem. 
First of all, we define weak solutions to conservation laws. 
Defin i t ion 2.1. 1) A bounded measurable function u is said to be a weak solution 
of (5.13) i f the following equality holds, 
[ I {dt(f>u + d:,(j)f{u))dxdt = 0, ^/(Pe X Rl). 
2) A bounded measurable function u is said to be a weak solution to the 
Cauchy problem (5.13)，(5.14) i f the following equality holds, 
I [ {dt(l)u-\-d^(l)f{u))dxdt-\- [ uo{x)(f)(x,t = 0)dx = 0, V(/)G 
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Then for weak solutions to conservation law, we have the following property: 
L e m m a 2.1 Let be a sequence of weak solutions to (5.13) 
i ) I f 
‘~> / K ) I ~ ^ f{u) in (2.5) 
then the l imi t function u itself is a solution of (5.13). 
ii) I f u^ I——> u in L}。。and if all functions u^ take values wi th in a fixed compact 
set, then the l imi t function u itself is a solution. 
Proo f i) I f (2.4) holds, then for every • e C] 
J J {dt(l)u +dx(l)f{u))dxdt 
= l im / / idt^Ur. + dx<pf{u^))dxdt 
= 0 , 
which shows that u itself is a solution. 
ii) First we can take subsequence Ury{x, t) \——> u{x, t) a.e. and / ( n ^ ) i——> f{u) 
a.e.. And, we also have a bounded assumption on u, i.e., Uj \> u in Lj^^ for 
f{u) is continuous and u is bounded. So, / ( u ^ ) i~y f{u) in L}。。. From i) we can 
get that Lemma 2.1 ( i i ) holds. 口 
2.2 Rankine-Hugoniot Condition 
From the definition of weak solution, we know there may be discontinuities in 
weak solution. However, in this section, we wi l l see the definit ion of weak solution 
yields some restrictions on the discontinuities of weak solution. 
Theorem 2.1. Let u(x, t) be a weak solution to (5.13), suppose u is discontinuous 
on a Lipschitz curve T, and u is of class C^ in R x M+ \ F. We parameterize F 
as r = {{s{t),t) : t e (^1,^2)}- Then we have 
{u{s(t)+,t) - u{s(t)-,t))s = f{u{s{t)^,t)) - f{u{s(t)-,t)) (2.6) 
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where 
u(s( t )+, t) = l im u{x,t) = UR, 
X~>s{t),x>s{t) 
u(s(t) — ,t) — l i m u{x, t) = UL, 
X>s{t),x<s{t) 
淋 
Remark (2.6) is called Rankine-Hugoniot condition. We can write (2.6) in 
a compact form: 
M s = [ / ⑷ ] . (2.7) 
where [tz] = n(s( t )+ , t) - n ( s ( t ) - , t), [f(u)] = / ( w ( s ⑴ + ’ t)) - / ( w ( s ⑴ -，价 s is 
called shock speed. 
Proof For any Q CC x R\ and any 小 G if Q 门{a; = s{t)} = (j), i t 
is easily concluded by divergence theorem that u = u[x, t) satisfies the equation 
pointwisely away from x = s{t). 
I f ^^  门 { r e = s{t)} + (/), then Q is divided into two components and Q- by 
r : X = s(t). From the assumption, u is smooth in and Let (j) G 
By the definition of weak solution and divergence theorem, one has 
0 = / / ( 収 如 + / ( … 血 也 
= {u(l)t-{- f{u)(j)a:)dx dt+ / / (u^t-^ f{u)(l)x)dx dt 
J Jn+ J Jn一 
= [ [ [ { u 利 t + ( / ⑷ J dxdt^ [ [ [(zx + dx dt 
J Jn+ J Jn-
= / (f){-udx + f(u)dt) + / (f){-udx-^ f{u)dt) 
Jdn+ J dn-
Since (j) = 0 on dQ, the above line integrals are nonzero only along P. Thus 
r rQ2 
/ (l){-udx + f{u)dt) = / 0 {-u ( s ( t ) - , t) ds + f{u {s{t)-, t))dt) 
JdQ+ Jqi 
rQ^ ( ds \ 
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r rQ2 
/ (l)(-udx + f{u)dt) = - (l){~u(s{t)+,t)ds + f(u(s(fi+,ty)(M) 
JAN- JQI 
= - 1 : 、 ( — u (5W+, t)芸 + f{u 亡)）)dt 
Since (j) is arbitrary, we conclude that 
ds = f ( u ( s [ t ) + , t y ) — f [ u ( s ( t ) - , t ) ) 
S _ u{s{t)+,t) - u { s { t ) - , t ) . 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is finished. • 
Example Let us see the Rankine-Hugoniot condition for weak solution to 
Burgers' equation 
/ 如 + 氏(警) = 0， (2.8) 
u{x,t = 0) = Uo(x). 
\ 
Along any shock curve s(t), Rankine-Hugoniot condition reads 
( 他 、 + [)• 
u+ _ u一 2 
2.3 Entropy Condition 
First of all, let us take aji example to see that the weak solutions to conservation 
law are usually not unique. 
Example We consider Burgers' equation 
{如 + 氏(警) = 0， (2.9) 
I u{x,t = 0) = uo{x). 
I f we take the init ial data UQ as follows, 
f 
-1, X < 0, 
Wo ⑷ = < 
y 1, x > o , 
then, we have at least the following two different solutions, 
{-1，a; < 0, 
(2.10) 
1， a; > 0, 
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and 
-1， X < —t, 
U2{x,t) = f , - t < x < t , (2.11) 
1， X > t. 
\ 
We can justi fy that both of them satisfy Definition 2.1. 
This simple example shows weak solutions to the nonlinear scalar conservation 
laws are not unique. However, we know physical processes are always unique, 
so we must single out the physically significant solutions from irrelevant weak 
solutions. 
Motivated by physical process, we use entropy condition to select physical 
solution. In this section, we wil l state two simple and useful entropy conditions, 
which are enough to help obtain physical solution for convex scalar conservation 
laws. For more admissible conditions, we wi l l discuss in the next chapter. 
Definit ion 2.2. (Lax Geometric Entropy Condition) A weak solution u = u{x, t) 
of (5.13) is admissible if, at every point x, t of approximate jump, the left and 
right states u_, and the speed s = s(it_, of the jump satisfy 
A(w_) > s > X{u+). (2.12) 
This implies that all characteristics in the increasing direction of t intersect a 
curve of discontinuity and may never emerge from the discontinuity. In particular, 
through any point on the shock, there is a backward characteristic line extending 
to a point on the init ial line, on which u is constant. This fact follows a geometric 
meaning that all characteristic curves of (5.13) on both sides of shock wave wil l 
be absorbed by the shock wave. Another important fact for introducing entropy 
condition is that the Lax entropy condition is a sufficient and necessary condition 
of structural stability of shock waves, see Xin [36 . 
By Lax geometric entropy condition, we find that u(x^t) in (2.10) is not an 
entropy solution to Burgers' equation. 
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Lax geometrical entropy condition is very useful, but i t is restrictive to deal 
w i th the structure near the shock wave. To obtain uniqueness of weak solution 
in the next section, we need to introduce another useful entropy condition. 
Def in i t ion 2.3. (Oleinik E condition) For convex conservation law, there is a 
constant 丑〉0 , depending only on ||wo||oo, such that for every a > 0, t > 0 and 
2； G M, 
u{x-\-a,t) -u{x,t) < E (2 13) 
a t 
Actually, Oleinik entropy condition implies Lax entropy condition. I t can be 
verified by take account the distributional derivative of weak solution, see [36:. 
2.4 Uniqueness of Weak Solution 
Theorem 2.2. (Uniqueness of weak solution). Let f G f" > 0； with u = 
u{x, t) and v = v{x, t) be two weak solutions to (5.13), (5.14) and both satisfy 
Oleinik E condition (2.13). Then u{x, t) = v{x, t) almost everywhere in t > Q. 
Proo f We follow the proof of X in [35 . 
Suppose u{x, t),v[x, t) G x [0, T]) are two entropy weak solutions. Due 
to (2.13), the distr ibutional derivatives of u, v satisfy 
du E dv ^ E . p、。 





d iv (u , /…)）= 0， diY{vJ{v))=0, 
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then 
严 ’ 0 
小1 = udx — f(u)dt^ 
J{0,0) 
<1)2= vdx - f{v)dt, 
Ao’o) 
are both well-defined, and 
d(h dh “、 
Thus, we only need to prove that (/>! = <^ 2，a-e.股丄 x [0，T . 
Set (/) = (/>2 — (^ 1, then 
S = 警 - 警 + 
( 、 d<f> 
=—aiv — u) = —a—, 
ox 
where a = f^ f'{v + 9{u — v))d6. Thus we have 
d(t> 丄 ^d(f> _ rj 
况 + 五 — ， (2.14) 
[ ( l ) { x , t = 0) = 0. 
I t is obvious that (/> = 0 is a solution of (2.14). We only need to show that there 
just exists tr iv ial solution to (2.14) in 
Let g be a positive integer. We mult iply both sides of (2.14) by and 
integrate over to get 
/ 产 尝 + 4 ^ ^ " 
i.e., 
兰 [ ⑷ 恤 + [ a^Wdx = 0. 
Then i t follows that 
>「律”=丄芸⑷。"工 
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Since / G C^, let h > 0, we obtain that 
丢WIIL(ri) ^ j M l U m y (2.15) 
Here we have used that estimate 
么 < 5 
dx ~ t ' 
for some E > Q. 
Let 0 < s < T, from (2.15)，we deduce 
I I 州 川 巧 W 训 L ( r i ) ， 
i.e., 
s 
We take q large enough such that E/q < 1. Since 
<i>{s) = — l\f{v) - f{u))dr, 
JO 




~ 0 as s 
Therefore 
⑷ 二 0， V 力〉0， 
which implies our result. • 
2.5 Riemann Problems 
The reasons we study Riemann problem are that not only the solutions are invari-
ant under dilation transformation, but also, or much more important, Riemann 
solution is global and local structure of weak solution to conservation laws. 
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The Cauchy problem (5.13) wi th the piecewise constant in i t ia l data 
• 
ul, X < 0, 
UO{x) = (2.16) 
UR, X > 0 , 
v 
is called the Riemann problem. 
Here UL, UR G M are the left and right in i t ia l states, UL ^ UR. The function 
f { x ) in (5.13) is assumed to be convex here. 
I f u{x, t) is a solution to (5.13), (2.16)，then for every constant A > 0, the 
function ux defined as: 
ux{x^t) = u{Xx, Xt), 
is also a solution. I t is natural for us to consider the self-similar solution which 
depends only on the ration x/t. 
Assume u{x,t) = ^ = x/t. We substitute u{x,t) = v(^) into (5.13), then 
we have the following ordinary differential equation, 
or 
Thus we can see that, i f v^ + 0, f'{v{^)) = Moreover, the in i t ia l data wi l l 
change to v{—CO) = UL, F ( + O O ) = UR. 
I f f" > 0, note that the equation f'(v{^)) = ^ defines a unique function 
Therefore, i f UL < UR, we can define 
UL, < / ' K ) , 
= / ' K ) < e < / ' M , (2.17) 
UR, ^ > F > R ) , 
\ 
where G = (/ ')—i. Hence t) = is a weak solution to Riemann problem, 
moreover, we can verify that u satisfies Oleinik E condition, hence i t is unique. 
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u U 
L R 
Figure 2.1: Center rarefaction wave 
I t is depicted in figure 2.1. 






Due to Rankine-Hugoniot condition, we have 
I • (UL - UR) = f i u i ) - /{UR). 
Moreover u{x, t) = satisfy Lax geometric entropy condition i f and only i f 
f'iui) > I > f'{UJI). Since f is convex, this is equivalent to UL > UR. 
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The solution can be depicted as in figure 2.2: 
\ u 
L R 
Figure 2.2: shock wave 
For the completeness, we know there is another case, UL = UR，this induces 
another type of elementary wave, u{x,t) = constant. 
Chapter 3 
General Scalar Conservation 
Laws 
In the previous chapter we discussed convex conservation laws. But not all the 
conservation laws are necessary to be convex. Some important physical models 
from plastic elastic material science are described by non-convex conservation 
law. 
In this chapter, we wi l l investigate the existence and uniqueness of weak so-
lution to general scalar conservation laws. To reach this goal, first of all, we wil l 
recall some basic knowledge for conservation laws, such as, entropy-entropy flux 
pair, admissible conditions. 
3.1 Entropy-Entropy Flux Pairs 
Suppose u[x, t) is a smooth solution of general scalar conservation law 
dtu + d j { u ) = 0, (3.1) 
then dtu + Vf{u) . d^u = 0. Mult iply Vr]{u) on both sides, we obtain 
Vr]{u)dtu + Vr](u) . V / ( w ) . d^^u = 0. 
21 
0 
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I f V77 . Vf(u) is another gradient, for instance, Vg, then we get another 
conservation law, 
dtrj(u) + dxq(u) = 0. 
Def in i t ion 3.1 A continuously differentiable function rj is an entropy for (3.1), 
w i th the entropy flux q, i f 
• g ⑷ 二 • " ⑷ . • / ⑷ . （3.2) 
Furthermore, we say such ("，q) is called an entropy-entropy flux pair. In partic-
ular, i f 7/ is a convex function, then we call (77, q) a convex entropy-entropy flux 
pair. 
3.2 Admissibility Conditions 
Since weak solution is usually not strong enough to single out a unique solution. 
To achieve the uniqueness of weak solution, we need some admissibility conditions. 
Admiss ib i l i ty condit ion 1 (Vanishing viscosity) 
u is an admissible weak solution of (3.1) if there exists a smooth solutions u^ 
satisfies 
dtu' + = ed乂 {A = • / ) 
such that u^ ——> u in L}。。as e ——> 0+. 
Admiss ib i l i ty condi t ion 2 (Entropy inequality) 
u is an entropy admissible weak solution of (3.1) i f 
dtr]{u) + 氏 < 0 
in the distr ibut ional sense, for every pair (77, q) where 77 is a convex entropy flux 
for (3.1) and q is the corresponding entropy flux. 
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Actually, admissible condition 1 implies admissible condition 2. Indeed, con-
sider viscous conservation law 
dtu' + d j ( u ' ) = eda^^u', e>0, 
Let (j],q) be a convex entropy-entropy flux pair, > 0, mult ip ly 
on both sides, we have 
dtV(u') + = sVviu')dy 
< 喊•” • 
Let £ > 0, the viscous l imi t solution yields dtr){u) + dxq{u) < 0. 
3.3 Kruzkov Theory 
Def in i t ion 3.1. (Kruzkov [17]) A bounded function u(x,t) G x [0,T]) is 
called an entropy weak solution to (3.1) w i th ini t ial data 
u(x,t = 0) = uo(x), (3.3) 
i f 
(a) for all smooth nonnegative test function ^ G x [0，T])’(^ > 0，one 
has 
I j t) - k)\dt^ + sgn(u(a;, t) - k){f{u{x, t)) — f { k ) ) d^^ip dxdt>0 
for any constant k. 
(b) there is a measure zero set EQ C [0,T] such that \u(x,t)\dx is well 
defined for t e [0，了]\£；0, > 0 and 
l im / |w(a;，t) _ WoOe)丨cb = 0 
t ^ O , te[0,T]\Eo Jixl<R 
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Remarks 
1. We can see clearly that if u is an entropy weak solution, then u must be a 
weak solution in the sense of distribution, by taking k to be large or small. 
Indeed, i f we take k > 0 large enough, we have 
I J i k - { u ( x , t ) ) d t i p + { - l ) { f { u { x , t ) ) - > 0， 
then, 
j j - ( u { x , t)dt(p - f { u { x , t)d:,(p > 0, 
we get 
J j { u ( x , 物 + f{u{x, t 低 if < 0. 
Similarly, we have 
J j {u{x, t)dtip + f { u { x , t))d^ip > 0’ 
when taking k <0 sufficiently small. Thus 
j j [u{x, t)dtip + f { u ( x , t)d^ip = 0, 
that is, w is a weak solution in the sense of distribution. 
2. This formulation comes from entropy - entropy flux consideration stated as 
before. (|n — k\, {f{u) - f{k))sgn{u — k)) is a convex entropy-entropy flux, 
moreover, every entropy-entropy flux can be approximated by this type of 
entropy-entropy flux. 
We wi l l adapt Kruzkov's classical theorem [17] on the well-posedness of the 
Cauchy problem. This theorem provides an estimate of the L^ distance between 
any two bounded entropy-admissible solutions of the Cauchy problem. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. (Kruzkov [17]) Assume that f G C i ( R i ) , UQ e L⑷(R”，then there 
exists an unique entropy weak solution to the problem (3.1), (3.3) which satisfies 
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Definition 3.1. Furthermore, if u{x, t) are two entropy weak solutions to 
(3.1)，(3.3) with initial data UO{X),VQ{X) € respectively, then 
/ |w(:z;，t) - i;(a;’t)|ob g / |wo(a：) — (3.4) 
J\x\<R J\x\<R+Nt 
for t e [0’T]\^o. Here N = max\u\<M\f'(u)\, M = (工）U训(工）|}, 
and EQ is a measure zero set EQ C [0, T . 
Remark : We wi l l see that the proof of this theorem also works for mult idi-
mensional scalar conservation law. 
d t u + 氏J"OM，以）=0, (3.5) 
l<a<d 
with d>2 . 
Proo f This theorem was first proved by Kruzkov for more general equations, here 
we wi l l follow X in [36]. Wi thout loss of generality, we can assume UQ G 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall separate the proof into several steps. 
Step 1: Approximate solutions 
We consider 
(3.6) 
I = 0) = Uo(x). 
For fixed e > 0, the maximum principle implies < ||wo||l~(ri) < 
M, which is enough to ensure the global (for t) existence of the smooth solution, 
i.e., 
I / E C ~ ( [ 0， T ] X R I ) , V T > 0 . 
Now we assume that there is a subsequence —> 0 as j —> +oo, 
such that u^j (x, t) u{x,t), a.e., which wi l l be proved in Step 2. Then here we 
show u is an entropy weak solution to (3.1), (3.3). 
Let {7]{u),q{u)) be any convex entropy - entropy flux pair, then mult ip ly the 
equation (3.6) by By the definition of entropy - entropy flux pair, i.e., 
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V g = V 77 • V / , we obtain 
= s d,(V rj{u') - - s V^ rj{u') • {d, u'f 
Then mult iply the above inequality by any ip G CJ°([0,T] x > 0，and 
integrate by parts to give 
- / / (巧(以”.这 W + 么 ⑷ 血 也 ~ I I • dxU^ • dx^dxdt 
=R,H 
where Q = x (0，T). 
Now we prove R.H.S. > 0 as e 0. Mul t ip ly (3.6) by u已 and then 
integrate over Q to give 
/ \u'{x,t)fdx+ [ u ' { x , t ) d j ( u ' ) d x = -s [ \d^u'{x,t)fdx, 
2 at J^i J^i J^i 
The second term on the left hand side is zero. Because 
[ 么 / ( o 办 = [ fiund.u'dx 
Jm J 
= 0 - / f { u ' ) d : , u ' d x = - [ VF{u')da:u'dx 
J J —00 
Then integrate the above equation over (0, T) to give 
[ \ u ' { x , t ) f d x + e [ [ \d^u'{x,t)fdxdt= [ \u'{x,t = 0)\''dx = f \uo{x)\''dx. 
JM J JQ JRI 
Therefore 
e \da:U^{x,t)fdx dt < Mi < +00， Mi = / \uo(x)fdx. 
J JQ 
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Then 
£ JJw r){u” . dxU、dx4> dx dt 
< Csjl' (^eJJ \d:cu'fdx dty ( J j \da:(l)fdxdty 
< Cy/eMl ( f f \d,,(l)\'^dx dt]‘ 
\J JQ / 
)• 0 as £ 0+. 
Hence, i f we let Sj > 0, then R.H.S. > 0, and by dominated convergence 
theorem, 
J I (r]{u)dt 小 + q{u)d：, (l))dx dt > 0, (3.7) 
here we have used that 丨这礼 | 氏 a r e bounded and compactly supported. 
In the above, we have assumed rj e C^. When {r](u),q{u)) is only in 
we can approximate {r]{u),q{u)) by C^ convex entropy - entropy flux pairs. Then 
(3.7) holds true for any convex (77, q) G In particular, we take r]{u)= 
u - A;|, q{u) = sgn(n - k). (f[u) - f{k)). This verifies that u is an entropy weak 
solution. 
Step 2: u^J (x, t) ^> t) a.e. 
Actually, we cannot expect |氏 ^ ^ ( r c ， t o be finite. But we can obtain 
the boundedness of in BV(M}), i.e., the L^-estimate of dx u^{x,t). 
Set P = dx t ) , then 
\ t = 0) = Poix)=么 uo(x) 
Claim: dt\P\ + d:,{f'{u')\P\)<edl\P\. 
From the Claim, 
I \P\dx < / \Po\dx < M2 < +00, 
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i.e., TVu'{-,t) = /肢 1 \d:cu'{-,t)\dx < M2 < +00. 
By Helley principle, there exists a subsequence 告 1, ^ > 0 as j ~ ~ + 0 0 , 
such that vfj ——u, a.e.. 
Then we go to the next step to give the important L、contract ion property. 
Step 3: Kruzkov's stabil ity estimate 
Propos i t ion 3.1: Let u(x, t),v(x, t) be two entropy weak solutions to (3.1),(3.3) 
w i th in i t ia l data Uq, Vq E respectively. Assume further that \u{x, < 
M , \v{x,t)\ < M, for some M < +00，then 
/ \u{x,t) - v(x,t)\dxdt < / \U{X,T) - v{x,T)\dx, 
J St J ST 
where 
St = W < R), Sr = { ( X , T ) | <R^-N{t-T)}, max | / ( n ) | , 
and t,T ^ t > r. 
R e m a r k 3.1: The key idea of the proof of the Proposition is based on the 
symmetry of the entropy 77*(w) = \u - k . 
Proo f of the Proposi t ion: 
Step 3.1 By definition, u{x,t) is an entropy weak solution, then for V9? G 
> 0，we have 
j ^ {\u{x, t)-k\dtifix, t) + sgn(w(2：, t) - k) (f{u{x, t)) - f{k)) dM 工,t))dx dt > 0， 
for all k e IRi. 
Now for any positive function ip{x , t ,y ,T) , we choose 
t) = i j j i x , t, y, r), k = k{y, r) = v{y, r), 
for any fixed {y, r) G Q. Here we view ( y , r ) as parameters. Then integrate the 
above inequality w i th respect to (y, r ) over Q to get 
/ / / / (|n(a:, t) - v(y, r ) t , y, r) + sign{u(x, t) - v{y, r)) • 
J J JJQXQ 
{f{u{x, t)) - f{v(y, T))) t, y, r)) dx dt dydT>^ (3.8) 
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Similarly, v(y, r ) is also an entropy weak solution. Then for fixed (x, t) G Q, 
we choose 
^{y, r) = il)[x, t,y,T), k = k{x, t) = u{x, t). 
Then we obtain 
r) - u{x, t)I a^ VK工,亡，y, T) + sign{v{y, r ) — u(x, t)) • 
{f{v{y, r ) ) — f{u{x, t))) d典,t, y, r ) ) dy dr dxdt>{) (3.9) 
From (3.8) and (5.12), we immediately get a symmetric inequality 
ffflQxQ (丨以(工，力）-咖,T) I (dt + dr)IP{X, t, y, T) + sign(w(a;, t) 一 v{y, R)) • 
{f{u(x, t)) - f{v{y, r ) ) ) {d^ + 式)讽:c, t, y, r ) ) dx dt dy dr 
> 0. (3.10) 
Step 3.2 Choice of the test functions 
Let (l)(x, t) G C^{Q)A> 0. For any h > 0, define 
fpi^, t, y,r) = (/) 〜(工—y)从t -
where 6h{x)=表d(竞) is the positive approximation to the Dirac mass at the origin 
and S e f^, 5{x)dx = 1，the support of is [ - 1 , 1 ； . 
Then 
{dt-\-dr)ip{x,t,y,T) = dt(f)(',-)Sh{x-y)6h{t-T) 
{da:-\-dy)iJj{x,t,y,T) = d:c(K、')5h[工一 y ) h [ t - T ) , 
where (.，.) = Substitute them into (3.10) to give 
0 < / / / / \u{x,t) - v{y,T)\dt(f){', ')6h{x - y)6h{t - T)dx dt dy dr 
J J J JQXQ 
+ [ [ f [ sgn{u{x, t) - v(y, r)) . (/(uix, t)) - f{v{y, r ) ) ) . 
J J J JqxQ 
么 •， • ) 5 h { x — y)Sh{t — T)dx dt dy dr 
三 h^h-
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Now we want to prove 
Ii ——> J J \u{x,t) — v(x^t)\dt(/){x,t)dx dt, 
h ^ J j sgn(it(a;, t) - v{x, t)) . { f { u { x , t)) — f { v { x , t)))dx(f)(x, t)dx dt as h 0+. 
The two quantities are in the same form, so we only need to work wi th one of 
them, say 
Note that — y)Sh(t - T)dy dr = 1，then 
Ii — J J \u{x, t) — v{x, t)\dt(l){x, t)dx dt 
= h - \u{x,t) - v{x,t)\dt(l){x,t)6h{x - y)Sh{t - T)dxdtdydT 
J J J JqxQ 
t) - v(y, T)\ - \u(x, t) - v{x, dt竹.) 
^xQ 
+ \u{x,t) - ？; .(这(/>(.，.） - dt(l){x,t))] '6h(x- y)6h{t - T)dx dt dy dr 
三 Ji + J2. 
Then 
\Ji\ < 11 \v{x, t) - v{y, T) I \dt(t){', •) I • - V¥hit - T)dx dt dy dr 
J J J JQXQ 
= I [ [ [ - v { x - h y , t - h T ) \ • dt^ ( x - \ h y , t - ^r^ 
J J J ^Qx[-l,l]x[0,l] \ 乙 乙） 
'6{y) 6(T) dx dt dy dr 
=Jo(v). 
Let f / be a compact neighborhood of the support of 小.Then for h sufficiently 
small, the above integral is taken on a bounded set U x [—1,1] x [0,1], and the 
integrant is also bounded by a bounded function 
I f V is continuous, then \v{x, t) - v{x - hy, t-hT)\ 0 as h 0+. Hence the 
dominated convergence theorem shows that JQ(V)——> 0 as h —Y 0+. I f v is not 
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continuous, then for any small positive constant /3, we can choose a continuous 
function w, such that — < j3. 
Then 
M v ) < J O … 一 ⑷ + J O H < 2-\\dtOIILOO . P + JoH 
^ 2 • ll^t </>(•, ')\\LOO(Q)P as h ^ 0 + . 
Since ^ is arbitrar i ly small, we get Jo(^) ^ 0 as )• 0+, which implies 
Ji| ^ 0 as /i 0+. 
Also note that dt (/){x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in t and x and wi th compact 
support. Then as h small enough, 
IJ2I < 2M [ [ [ [ dt(l>{x ^t) - dt(l>(x, t) • 5{y)6(T) dx dt dy dr 
J J J Vc/x[-l,l]x[0,l] 丄 ^ 
< [ [ [ [ {\y\-\-\T\)6(y)6(T)dxdtdydT 
J J J 7c/x[-l,l]x[0,l] 
< 2MCh? meas(f/) ^ 0 as h ~ ^ 0+. 
Therefore, 
h > J J \u(x,t) - v{x,t)\dt(t){x,t)dxdt as h~~0+ . 
Similarly, 
l2 — J l s ^ ( " " ( A t ) — ” ( ^ x , t ) ) . [ f { u 〈 x , t ) ) — f [ ” [ x , t ) ) ) d T ( H x , t ) d : L d t as /i — 0 + . 
In conclusion, we obtain 
/ / Q - v{x, t) I dt(j){x, t)dx dt + sgn{u{x, t) — v{x,t)). 
{f{u{x, t)) — f(v(x, t))) t)dx dt>^ (3.11) 
Step 3.3 Z/i- Contraction 
Let 5k{x) be the standard Friedrichs mollifier. Define 
Sh{x) = f Sk{y)dy. 
J — 0 0 
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Then Sh(x) satisfies 
(1) Sh(x)三 0, -h; 
(2) Sh(x) = 1, x>h-
(3) = 6n{x) > 0, 0 < Sn{x) < 1. 
Now for any fixed t, r G [0, T ] \ (F^ U F S ) , t > r , we define 
= {Sh{s-T)-Sh{s-t))xe{oo,s). . 
Then, i t is easy to get 
= - r ) - 5 , ( 5 - t))5,{\x\ -R + N{s-t)+e) 
H S k { s - T ) - 6 , { s - t ) ) x e { x , s ) , (3.12) 
= {Sh{s - r ) - Sh{s - - R-^ Nis - t ) s ) sgn{x)) 
(3.13) 
Subst i tu te (3.12), (3.13) into (3.11) to give 
0 < J J s) - v{x, s) - r) - 6h{s - s)dx ds 
+ j j s) — v{x, s)\{-N){Sh{s - t ) - Sh{s 一 t))6e(\x\-R + N{s-t)-^e) 
+sgn(u(a:, s) - v{x, s)) { f { u { x , s)) 一 f { v { x , s))) • 
{SH{S - T ) - Sh{s - t)){-sgnx)6,{\x\-R^N{s-t)-h 6)]dx ds 
= h + h-
I t is clear tha t 
h = J J Wix, s) - v{x, s)\{Sh{s - r ) - Sh{s - -R + N { s - t ) ^ 6 ) 
' - N — d工 ds < 0. 
_ u(x, s) - V{X, S) _ 
where we have used the fact N = max|u|<M 1 / ⑷ • 
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Therefore, i t yields 
Ii = J j \u{x, s) - v(x, s)\{6h{s - r) - Sh(s - s)dx ds , 
> 0. 
That is 
JJ - v(x,s)\6h{s - t)xe{x,s)dxds 
< J j 5) - v[x, 5)|(5/i(s - s)dx ds. 
Let h, £ )• 0+ to reduce 
/ \u{x,t) - v(x,t)\dx < / |w(:r，r) - (3.14) 
J \ x \ < R J \ x \ < R + N { t - T ) 
After let r 、0+，we obtain 
/ - v{x,t)\dx < / - (3.15) 
J \ x \ < R + N t 
This is L^-Contraction of weak entropy solutions of (3.1). Certainly, unique-
ness of the weak entropy solutions can be deduced from L^-Contraction. • 
R e m a r k In the stabil i ty argument for (3.14), there was no requirement on 
the weak entropy solution except that u is bounded measurable. However, for 
the existence, we assume UQ e For general ini t ial data, one can use 
the L^-contraction to approximate UQ by a sequence UQ G 
We shall show that an entropy solution of the Cauchy problem is unique, 
w i th in a class of functions. 
Corol lary (Uniqueness in Let / : M 1""“^  M be locally Lipschitz 
continuous. I f u, v are bounded entropy solutions of (3.1), i.e., 
|w(0，.）-?;(0,.川i^ i < 0 0 
then we have 
roo noo 
/ - v{x,t)\dx < / - v{x,0)\dx, x > 0 (3.16) 
J 0 0 J 0 0 
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For all in i t ia l data UQ G the Cauchy problem (3.1) has at most one bounded 
entropy solution. 
Proo f As the assumption of Theorem 3.1 (Kruzkov theory). For every R,t > 0, 
/ \u{x,t) - v{x,t)\dx < / - v{x,0)\dx 
JlxlKR J \ x \ < R + L t 
Let t ing R > oo, we obtain (3.16), and hence the uniqueness of the solution. • 
Chapter 4 
Elementary waves and Riemann 
Problems for Non-convex Scalar 
Conservation Laws 
We established existence and uniqueness for general scalar conservation law by 
Kruzkov's method in last chapter, however, we can see that Kruzkov's theory does 
not yield understanding of detailed structure of weak solution to conservation law. 
To obtain asymptotic behavior of weak solutions in the next chapter, we shall first 
study Riemann solutions to general scalar conservation laws. To focus on ideas, 
in this chapter, we wi l l investigate elementary waves and Riemann problems for 
non-convex scalar conservation law through an example 
dtu + d “ 4 ) = 0. (4.1) 
4.1 Basic Facts 
I f there is a shock wave (U^, UR, S) for (5.16), that means, the shock wave with 
left state ui, right state ur and speed s respectively, then Rankine-Hugoniot 
35 
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condition tells us the relationship among (UL, UR, S). 
, / K ) - / M 
s = 
Ul - Ur 
_ _3 
UL — UR 
= ^ { u I - \ - u l U r + UI). (4.2) 
At the same time, the speed of the characteristic is 
A = f'{u) = ( y ) ' = (4.3) 
Comparing wi th Lax geometric entropy condition, in 1959, Oleinik [29] intro-
duce the following entropy condition, which is called Oleinik entropy condition 
nowadays, to deal wi th general conservation laws. 
Oleinik entropy condition 
I M j l I M > fM-fjun)^ vu G - u从UR 一 u) < 0}. (4.4) 
UL - U ~ UL - UR 
where UL and UR denote the limits of u at left and right banks at jumps in the 
solution respectively. 
First of all, i t is easy to see that if flux function is convex, then Oleinik entropy 
condition reduce to Lax geometric entropy condition. Moreover, we can deduce 
this condition from Kruzkov's definition of entropy weak solution, see [31 • 
4.2 Riemann Solutions 
After these preparations, we commence to solve Riemann problem 
( 
UL, X <0, 
u{x, t = 0)= < 
UR, X > 0 , 
\ 
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We denote 
1 
A l = u l , XR = u l , a = ^ — — - = o i u l ^ U I + ULUR). (4.5) 
u l - u r 3 
Along the methods developed in Chang and Hsiao [33], we wil l discuss Rie-
mann solution case by case: 
少 
一 ^•^^Um 
/ " T 
Figure 4.1: ul <0 
case 1 Ul < 0. 
Fix a point u l < 0 on curve F = {(u, y ) : w G E} , + + ULU) is the 
slope of the straight line from (UL, to any (w, on F. I t is easy to find 
there exists a point UM at which the straight line connecting {UL , /(UL)) with 
{UM , / {UM ) ) is tangent wi th r , therefore, at UM, we have 
^{ul + ulUM + uh) = ？4r. 
Solve this equation, we have UM = or UM 二 UL. Obviously, UM — UL is not 
what we want. For UL < 0, we denote UM = — > 0. 
Motivated by Oleinik entropy condition, we divide the curve T into three 
parts. 
P a r t I : UR € (UL ,UM , 
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Y个 
：产 
Figure 4.2: UL < 0, part I 
Direct calculation shows that 
^{UL + W2 + ULU) > + + U L U R ) , U G {UL, U R ) , 
which implies that, the jump (UL, UR, a) satisfies Oleinik entropy condition, there-
fore Riemann solution contains only a shock {UL, UR, a). 
Part I I : UR G (WM, OO). 
Figure 4.3: UL < 0, part I I 
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Since 
+ + ULUI) > -\-U% + ULUR), UL e (UL, UM), 
and 
丢("i + W / 2 + ULUR) > ^(UL + + ULU2), U2 e (UM, UR), ( 4 . 6 ) 
which implies that, when UR goes through UM, from (4.6) we can construct a 
rarefaction wave immediately. So, when UR G (UM,OO), the solution starts wi th 
a shock a rarefaction wave appears on the right hand side of the 
shock! 
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Figure 4.4: UL < 0, part I I I 
We can easily see that 
\(UL + + ULUR) > + + ULU), U e ( - 0 0 , UL), 
o <3 
which shows that we have a rarefaction wave only. 
In summary, Part I，Part II，Part I I I and R-H condition imply the solution of 
the Riemann problem wi th WL < 0 is : 
(a) When UL < UR < UM, 
We have a shock wave 
f 
U l , X < at, 
u{x,t) = (4.7) 
Ur, X > at, 
\ 
where 
cr = ^{ul-\-ULUR-i-uD. 
When UR = UM, we find that right characteristic speed equals to shock 
speed. 
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(b) When UR < UL, 
We have a rarefaction wave 
UL, f < uh 
w(a;’:0=<^ f, 喊< 7 <4， （4.8) 
、ur , f > ul-
(c) When u j i < um, 
We have a combined waves which composed wi th a shock wave and a rar-
efaction wave 
UL, f < uh, 
u{x,t) = l f , u l , < f < 4 , (4.9) 
、ur , f > u l , 
here, UM = 
(d) When UR = UL 
We have a t r iv ia l solution, u = UL-
case 2 UL > 0. 
As case 1, we draw the picture to explain the solution. As same as the case 
1，we can calculate UM = - UL/2 < 0，and UL and UM divide the curve into three 
parts, we also have Part I, Part I I , Part I I I . 
Part I: UR G [UMI UL). 
I t is easy to see that 
臺(ul + + ULU) > + + ULUR) ’ u E (UR, UL), 
which implies that, the shock ( u l , U r , ( 7 ) satisfies Oleinik entropy condition. We 
get a shock wave here, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
Part I I : UR G (—OO, UM)-
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Y “ 
Figure 4.5: ul > 0 
Y个 
III I Z J< 
, ； y T 
Figure 4.6: UL〉0, part I 
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Y III I , 
U . 
R 
Figure 4.7: UL > 0，part I I 
Since 
^(UL UL ULUI) > Ul e (UM,UL), 
and 
1 1 
•^{ul + + ULUR) > -(ul + ^2 + ULU2), U2 € {UR, UM), (4.10) 
which implies that, when UR goes through UM to oo, from (4.10) we have a 
rarefaction wave immediately. Therefore, when UR G (-OO, UM), the solution 
starts w i th a shock, then a rarefaction wave appears on the right hand side of the 
shock! 
Part I I I : UR G (UL, OO). 
We can easily see that 
^ { u l + 4 + ULUR) > ^(UL + + ULU), U e、UL, O o ) , 
which shows that we have a rarefaction wave only. 
In a word, Part I, Part II，Part I I I and R-H condition imply the solution of 
the Riemann problem wi th > 0 is 
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'I / 
"I 
Figure 4.8: UL > 0, part I I I 
(a) When UM < UR < UL, 
We have a shock wave 
( 
UL, X < at, 
t)= < 
UR, X > at, 
V 
where 
c = ^(UI + ulUR-^-UD. 
When UR = UM, we find that right characteristic speed equals to shock 
speed. 
(b) When Q < UL < UR, 
We have a rarefaction wave 
UL f < u l , 
u{oo,t) = I u i < f < 
、UR f > u l . 
(c) When UR<UM < UL. 
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We have a combined wave which is composed of a shock wave and a rar-
efaction wave 
( 
UL f < ^ M, 
= f ^M < f < 
、UR f > 
here, um = —^ui. 
(d) When UR = UL 
We have a t r iv ia l solution u = UL. 
case 3 u^  = 0. 
When UL = 0，we have X{UL)三 0. I f UR / 0, \{UR) > 0 = \{UL)- Thus we 
always have rarefaction waves when UR ^  0. 
UL f <0, 
u{x,t) = < I 0 < f < 
UR f > 
\ 
when UR. = 0，we have t r iv ia l solution u{x, t)三 0. 
Chapter 5 
Asymptotic Behavior 
In this chapter, we wi l l first investigate periodic asymptotic behavior and asymp-
totic behavior toward Riemann solution for Burgers equation. Then we study 
behavior of weak solution to Ut + (y)a； = 0 with compact supported initial data, 
as a corollary, we obtain the rate of decay for spatial periodic solution. We finish 
this chapter by obtaining the results that weak solution wil l go toward Riemann 
solution wi th the same far field states. 
5.1 Periodic Asymptotic Behavior 
We consider Cauchy problem with periodic init ial data 
‘dtu + d工(f) =0， 
< w(:r,;t = 0)=WoeL°°(Ri)’ （5_1) 
uo{x p) = Uo(x), p is the period. 
\ 
Theorem 5.1. (Lax [20]) 
(1) There exists a unique weak solution u[x,t) which is space-periodic; 
⑶ I以OM) — I^l~([O,p]) < 宇 ， — e r e 
_ 1 fP 
u = - Uo(x) dx. 
P Jo 
46 
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R e m a r k This result is also true for general convex scalar conservation law. 
Here we give a simple and direct proof for Burgers' equation. 
Proo f We wi l l follow the proof in [36 
(1) Set u i ( x , t) = u { x , t ) , U2{x,t) = u{x + p,t). Clearly, both ui{x,t) and 
U2(x,f) satisfy the Burgers' equation and 
dxUi < i i = 1,2. 
L 
To show Ul = U2, i t suffices to show Ui {x , t = 0) = U2[oc,t = 0), since the entropy 
weak solution to (1.23) is unique. 
However, 
Ui{x, t = 0) = Uo{x), U2{x,t = 0) = u{x-i-p,t = 0) = Uo{x + P ) = Uo{x). 
So, 
u ( x , t ) = u{x-\-p,t) a.e. {x,t) G M^  x 
which implies u ( x , t) is periodic. The first part of the theorem has been proved. 
(2) Consider 
j dtu + di s>0. (52) 
I u ( x , t = 0) = Uq. 
UQ is a regularization of UQ in such a way that UQ is also periodic and 
1 fP 1 fP _ 
—/ ul{x)dx = - uo(x)dx = u. 
P Jo P Jo 
Then (5.2) has a unique smooth solution t) such that 
d:,u'{x,t) < i , t > 0. 
t 
So, 
[ d : ,u ' {x , t )dx < - (5.3) 
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We use the following notations: 
/TV[o,p] = Increase Total Variation on [0,p], 
DTV[o^p] = Decrease Total Variation on [0,p], 
TV[o,p] = Total Variation on [0,p . 
Then (5.3) implies that 
/TV[。’ 
On the other hand, by the previous same argument, i t concludes that 
is also periodic in x. Therefore, 
0 = r d : , u ' { x , t ) d x = [ da:u'{x,t)dx-\- [ d : ,u ' {x , t )dx 




TV[o,p]u' = ITVio,p]u' + DTV[o,p]u' = 2 ITV[o,p]u' < f . 
By integration mean value theorem, one has, for any x G [0,p], 
t ) - - 「 u ' { x , 脾 I 二 t) - t) 
P Jo 
< TV^0,P]U' < 
for some ^ e [0,p . 
From the equation (5.2), one has 
fP 




/ t)dx = / ul[x)dx. 
Jo Jo 
Notic ing that 
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1 fP 1 fP _ 
- / t)dx = - / uUx)dx = u, 
P Jo PJQ 
by our regularization, we obtain 
2p 
- < —, X e [0,p . 
Taking l im i t s ——> 0+, we get the proof of the theorem. 口 
R e m a r k Theorem 5.1 shows that the l imit of u{x,t) as t ~)• 0+ does not 
depend on the in i t ia l data's oscillation and singularity. I t just depends on the 
mean value of in i t ia l data on the periodic interval [0,p . 
5.2 Asymptotic Behavior of Convex Conserva-
tion Law 
In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of convex conservation law. 
For simplicity, we st i l l choose Burgers equation as an example to illustrate the 
phenomena. 
Asymp to t i c Toward Shocks 
Now we consider long t ime behavior for the following problem (shock wave 
case). 
‘ + = 0 ’ 
< = = (5.4) 
lim工—土oo u o { x ) = w土’ u— > 
\ 
Physically, there is a shock wave at infinity. Set 
U—, X < st, 
Us{x,t)= 
I X > st, 
where s = + 
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Then we claim that u{x, t) tends to a shifted shock of Us, denoted by Us = 
Us{x — xo, t). The shift xq is defined by 
Xq = , (5.5) 
U- — u+ 
where 
m o = J — Us{x,t = 0))dx. (5 .6 ) 
Actual ly, by Burgers equation and the profile of shifted shock Us(cc,t), we 
have 
J (u{x,t) - Us{x,t)) dx = J {uo{x) - Us{x, t = 0)) dx 
= J {UQ - Us{x,t = 0) ) dx + J (Us{x, t = 0) - Us(x,t = 0)) dx 
= m o + — U-)xo. 
So if u{x, t) ^ > Us{x,t) as t )• +oo, Xq should be equal to ^ ^ ^ ^ , which is 
(5.5). 
In order to make our idea more clearly, we consider the following simple case: 
there exists an iV〉0，such that 
, 、 { U-, :R<-N, 
UOIV = < 
I X > N. 
Then we have 
Theorem 5.2. Let Us he the shifted shock Us{x — Xq, t), where Xq is defined by 
(5.5) and (5.6), then there exists a T* > 0 such that 
u{x, t) = Us{x, t) for t > T*. 
From the above theorem, one can see that shock waves absorbs all the others 
to a Riemann solution, no matter how the perturbation of the ini t ial data in the 
compact set. I t shows that shock is strongly stable. 
Asymp to t i c Toward Rarefact ion waves 
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Another case is u+ > u_. Consider the Burgers' equation 
' d t u + d 工 ( ^ ) = 0 ， 
< ?i(:c，力=0) = (5-7) 
lim;c_^士 ooiioOr) = ？i 土， 
\ 
and the centered rarefaction wave 
U- if X < u- t, 
UR{x,t) = I i f u^t<x<u+t, 
i f X > 1, 
\ 
satisfying 
,dtu + d八=0, 
( 
i f X < 0, 
< u{x,力=0)= < 




We can prove that the solution of (5.7) wi th u+ > u一 wi l l eventually tend to 
centered rarefaction wave wi th some order decay in time. 
T h e o r e m 5.3. Assume that Uo{x) has the following form 
f 
u— X < - N , 
u o ( x ) = 
u + CO〉N, 
\ 
for some < then the unique solution u to (5.7) satisfies 
C 
— UR{x,t)\ < ^ 
where C depends only on N. 
R e m a r k U N = +oo, one would not expect the uniform decay. However, 
one can prove t h a t |w — ~ > 0 as t ——> oo i f UO{x)——> Uii(x) as x > oo 
sufficiently fast in x. For example, |?io(a;) — UR{X)\ < C f o r some a > 0. 
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For the proof of Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.3, we refer to X in [36]. For more 
general convex hyperbolic conservation law, i t can be found in L iu [24]. The key 
idea of the proof is to represent the solution at any time by init ial data for the 
iiivariance of solution in the backward characteristic. 
5.3 Asymptotic Behavior of Non-convex case 
Comparing w i th convex conservation laws, for non-convex scalar conservation law 
(5.16), we have five kinds of Riemann solutions, therefore, we shall discuss the 
asymptotic behavior of these five types of far field states respectively. 
(1). Genuine shock wave 
Ul > 0, -i^L < Ur < UL, 
or 
UL < 0, UL <u r< -^ul. 
(2). Rarefaction wave 
UL > 0, UR> UL> 0， 
or 
UL <0， ur<UL< 0, 
or 
UL = 0’ UR 0. 
(3). Composite wave 
U l > 0 ’ Ur < - i ^ L , 
or 
UL <0， Ur > -^ UL-
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(4). Right contact shock 
UR = -^UL. 
(5). Constant state. 
Ul = Ur. 
5.3.1 U^ Behavior 
The asymptotic behavior in the fourth case has been done well by Zumbrun [37] in 
1993, where he dealt w i th general flux function / (w) = u^ where k is an arbitrary 
odd integer w i th k > 3. 
A right contact shock occurs precisely when the "contact conditions" 
1 
UR = - - W L , 
入R = 1入L. 
We shall take the point of view that a left characteristic does not terminate 
at a contact shock, but crosses the shock curve and continues wi th altered speed 
and value as a right characteristic. We shall call the resulting piecewise liner, 
convex curve a “ backward" generalized characteristic, noting that we regain the 
property that any point is connected by a backward characteristic to the init ial 
axis. We define a “ forward" generalized characteristic to follow a characteristic 
line unt i l i t terminates at a shock, and to follow the shock curve thereafter. Both 
types of characteristic curves satisfy the differential equation 
dX 
1 = • ， 一 • 
Theorem 5.4. Let u be an entropy-admissible solution of 
(5.8) 
u{x,亡=0) = uo{x) 
\ 
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with initial data UQ of compact support. Then, ||w||oo are non-increasing in time, 
and 
M•，圳 w = i沪/3|W|，- i/3, (5.9) 
where 6 is the diameter of support of UQ. 
Proof: Let u be a solution wi th ini t ial data supported on [0,6] and let XL(t) and 
Xii{t) be the forward generalized characteristics through 0 and S which form the 
boundary for the support of u. I f (x, t) is in the support of u, w i th characteristic 
speed A, then the backward generalized characteristic through {x, t) has speed 
everywhere > A and must originate wi th in [0,5]. For a backward generalized 
characteristic originating outside [0，6] would have zero init ial value, hence zero 
value for all t ime, by the contact condition. Thus, we obtain the bound: 
A < (5.10) 
"t 
On the other hand, from Rankine-Hugoniot condition, we have 
where we assume left hand states in XR{t) is Ul- From (5.10)，we obtain the 
Gronwall inequality • 
^ X a < (5.11) 
dt 3 t , 
which gives 
A'H⑴ SXr⑴(1)1/3, (5.12) 
T 
for t > T. Now we set 丁 = S/e"^, where e > ||wo||oo. Since \u\ increases along 
backward characteristics, by the contact condition, ||w||oo is non-increasing in 
t ime, and A < Thus, 
dXg z、Al < 
- y -
and Xa{T) <5 + = 
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W i t h (5.12), this gives 
X 尺⑴ < Ui-y/^ 
O T 
for t > T. For we have Rankine-Hugoniot condition and WL = 0 imply Xl = (T = 
Xr = 0, since A is nonnegative. We can say 
XL{t)三 0 . 
Now (5.10) gives 
u' = X < J 
= K " ) ’ 
for t > T. This extends to t < r since A is bounded by Se .^ Thus, \u = 
； ^ ^ ⑴ 一 " 3 . Rearranging, we have (5.9). • 
Corol lary 5.1. Let uq be a periodic function with period 6 and zero mean, then 
the solution u{x, t) to Cauchy problem is periodic with period moreover, 
||u||oo = 0(l)沪/2厂1/2. 
holds for any t〉0. 
This result is periodic asymptotic behavior for non- convex hyperbolic con-
servation laws which can be regarded as ta generalization of Theorem 5.8 for 
non-convex case. This generalizes results of Conlon [5], Greenberg and Tong [14], 
and Dafermos [7 . 
5.3.2 Wave-Interactions and Asymptotic Behavior Toward 
Shock Waves 
In this section, we wi l l discuss the asymptotic behavior for weak solution, where 
in i t ia l data is two constant states beside a compact set, moreover, the Riemann 
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solution w i th these two end states is a shock wave. In [3], assuming f" has only 
one zero, Cheng discussed the asymptotic behavior for the hyperbolic conservation 
law 
UT + f(u)工=0, xeR, t>0, (5.13) 
u{x, 0) = uo{x), X eR. (5.14) 
when the in i t ia l conditions have the form 
= I for - < - S , (5.15) 
uj i , for rc > 5, 
\ 
for some constant u^, UR and 5 > 0. 
Whi le, here we wi l l discuss in detail of asymptotic behavior of weak solutions 
to non-convex conservation laws through an exact example 
这n + = (5.16) 
Since the flux function f{u) is w^/3, therefore, f"{u) = 2u, which has only 
one zero. The advantage of our approach is the concrete and detailed structure 
of solution compared w i th abstract proof in [3 . 
Before we discuss weak solutions for the general ini t ial data (5.17)，we first 
study weak solutions for (5.16) w i th piecewise constant init ial data. Not only 
weak solutions w i th piecewise constant ini t ial data are building blocks for general 
weak solution, but also, we can obtain detailed structures of these solution by 
direct constructions. For simplicity, we introduce the following notation. 
Def in i t i on 5.1. The solution of (5.16) w i th the following init ial condition 
( 
Ul , for X < —5, 
0) = a, for - S < x < S, (5.17) 
u j i , for S < X, 
\ 
where a is a constant, is called Ua{x, t). 
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Then for these special weak solutions, we have an important lemma. 
L e m m a 5.2 I f UL < UR < - \ U L {UL < 0) or UL > UR > - \ U L {UL > 0)， 
then there exists ta and Xa, ta > 0, such that for all t > ta, 
f 
Ul, for X — at < Xa, 
Ua{x,t) = - (5.18) 
UR, for X — at > XA, 
\ 
where A = (J{UL, UR) and 
Xa = ~ — [ 仰 二 似 - a ] . (5.19) 
u r - U L 2 
The proof of this lemma is direct construction. However, its demonstrates 
the process of wave interactions. Before we give rigorous proof, we give some 
heuristic deduction first. 
Due to finite propagation speed for solutions to hyperbolic equation, initially, 
Ua are two Riemann solutions piecing together. By entropy condition, the speed 
of the wave on the left must be larger than the speed of the wave on the right, so, 
these two waves wi l l interact. Totally, there are eleven combinations of these two 
waves. More precisely, they are: (l)shock wave and shock wave, (2)shock wave 
and contact shock wave, (3)shock wave and rarefaction wave, (4)shock wave and 
composite wave, (5)contact shock wave and shock wave, (6)contact shock wave 
and contact shock wave, (7)contact shock wave and composite wave, (8)rarefac-
t ion wave and shock wave, (9)composite wave and shock wave, (lO)composite 
wave and contact shock wave and ( l l )composite wave and composite wave. 
Proo f (For lemma 5.2) First of all, let us show if u^ has the form (5.18) for t 
large enough, then Xa must satisfy (5.19). Indeed, define 
UL, for X < Xa-{- at, 
Ua{x,t)= 
I UR, for a; > + at, 
for all ^ > 0. Then Ua is a weak solution to (5.16) w i th ini t ia l data 
J UL, for a; < a:… 
U f i , for X > Xaj 
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By conservation of mass for weak solutions to (5.16), we have 
J {Ua{x, t) — Ua{x, t))dx = J{Ua{x, 0 ) - Ua{x, 0))dx, 
Thus 
PXA RS 
0 = / {UL — A)dx + / (UR — A)dx. 
J-S JXA 
So, 
_ 25 rUR + UL _ 
— “ ex • 
UR - UL 2 
We wi l l construct weak solutions for those eleven cases directly. Since the case 
U l > u r > —、ul [Ul > 0) can be considered similarly, we only study t) for 
UL < UR < —^UL (UL < 0). We wil l analysis all the cases one by one: 
(1). shock wave and shock wave. 
I f UL, UR, a satisfy one of the following four conditions, 
(a). Ul < a < Ur < 0; 
(b). 0 < -2UR < A < -•UL; 
(c). U l < a < -2UR < 0 < -\UI\ 
( d ) . ^ < U R < a < 
then there are two shock waves emerging at the beginning. 
In this case, at the beginning, there are two shock waves, due to entropy 
condition, these two shock waves wil l collide, after collision, a new shock 
wave wi l l be generated, then the solution has the form (5.18). 
More precisely, the solution t) is 
‘ 
Ul for X < xi(t), 
Ua{x,t) = < a for Xi{t) <x < X2{t), 0 < t < i i , 
UR for X2{T) < X, 
V ( 
UL for X < xsit) , 
Ua[X, t ) = < 
UR for XS(T) < X, TI < t, 
\ 
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where 
Xi = -S+ ^(ul + 0；2 + auL)t, 
o 
X2 = S + + + caiR)t, 
X 3 = X a + ^{ul + + URUL、t, 
Xl{ti) =X2{ti) = X3{ti). 
X (t) 
UL X / 、 ⑴ ^R 
/ 叫 
- S s 
Figure 5.1: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(l). 
In fact, we can calculate t i explicitly in this case, since x i { t i ) 二 3：2(亡1), 
therefore 
25 + - yi)t + i+K - UL)h = 0, 
Moreover, we know UR — UL A ^ UR — UL 0 whenever UL, UR, a 
satisfy (a), (b), (c) or (d). So 
1 {uL-UR){uR + UL-\-a)' 
(2). shock wave and contact shock wave. 
When UL < A < and A = —2UR, the init ial waves are a shock wave 
and a contact shock wave. I t is quite similar wi th (1), the shock wave and 
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contact shock wave must interact due to entropy condition, and then they 
combine into a new shock, which is of form (5.18). 
In this case, by direction computation, we have 
65 n 
t i = Y-T——^ > 0. 念 a』+ ul + auL 
(3). shock wave and rarefaction wave. 
When Ul < Ur < a < 0 01 Ul < 0 < a < Ur < —、Ul, at the beginning, the 
in i t ia l waves are a shock wave on the left and a rarefaction wave on the right. 
Due to entropy condition, the shock wave wi l l meet the rarefaction wave, 
then the shock wave wi l l become curved. This curved shock wave wi l l be 
determined by Rankine-Hugoniot condition, moreover, entropy condition 
ensures this curved shock cross the rarefaction wave. Finally, there is a 
shock wave left, which has the form (5.18). In the following, we wi l l only 
take Ul < Ur < a < 0 as example. Mathematically, the solution Ua{x,t) is 
f 
UL f o r X < XI{T), 
a for x i { t ) < x < X2{t), 
Ua[X,t) = I 
for X2{t) <x< XS{t), 0<t<tu 
Ur for Xs(t) < re, 
( 
UL f o r X < X4{T), 
Ua{x,t) = < for X^it) < X < X3{t), ti <t < t2, 
UR fo r X2,{t) < a;, 
\ 
( . . _ \ ^L for X < 
Ua{X, t) = < 
[ U R for X5(T) < X , H < t, 
where 
Xi = - 5 + + Q;2 + a u L % 
o 
X2 = S a^t, 
xs = S u\t, 
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UL UR 
X cx Y '3 ('> 
- S s 
Figure 5.2: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(3) 
As cases discussed, we can get t i when the first interaction happen 
65 
ti = -Y— ^ > 0, 
wl + auL — 2Q；^ 
here Ul < ur < a < 0. By Rankine-Hogniot condition, the shock wave X4 
satisfies 
\ 2:4(^1) = a;i(ti) = 0:2(^1), t > t i , 
From above equation, we know if a^ < ^ ^ < we have 
9 / / 工 4 — S 
UL > • > 
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To see whether 0:4 wi l l meet X3, we compute 
工 4 = ^ 
〉 - — ul) - 丑 斤 - \ U R 保 . 甲 
- s 
= Zt 
_ - ^ -
= Zt 
= Z t ^ 
> 0, 
which implies that > u\ when t is large enough, i.e., wi l l meet 3:3 
at some finite time 亡 2 〉 0 . At that time we have the new shock wave, 
工5 ⑴ = X a + + + ULUR)t = Xa + Crt, 0；5(亡2) = 3：4(亡2) = (力 2). 
Thus we can choose t。=亡2 in this case. So we the construction is complete. 
(4). shock wave and composite wave. 
I f UL, UR, a satisfy one of the following three conditions, 
(a). 0 < a < -、Ul < -1ur\ 
(b). 0 < a < -2UR < -\UL\ 
(c). UL < -2UR < a < 0, 
then at the beginning, there is a shock wave on the left and a composite 
wave on the right. Due to the entropy condition, the shock wave wi l l meet 
the contact shock in the composite wave first. After meeting each other, 
shock wave wi l l interact wi th rarefaction wave in the composite wave, so 
the shock wave wi l l become curved. Similarly, this curved shock wi l l go 
out of rarefaction wave region due to entropy condition. Finally, then the 
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solution has the form (5.18). Since the discussions are similar, we wi l l deal 
w i th case (c) as an example. In this case, the solution Ua(x, t) is 
( 
UL for X < xi(t), 
a for x i { t ) < x < X2{t), 
(00 t) — / 
“ ’ for X2{t) <x<x^{t), 0 < t < t i , 
UR for Xz{t) < X, 
\ 
• 
UL for X < 0：4 ⑴， 
Ua[x,t) = < - y j ^ for X4{t) <X< Xs{t), ti < t < 
UR for XS{t) < X, 
\ 
F 
UL f o r X < X5(T), 
Ua[X,t)= 
I UR for X5{T) < X, T2 < T, 
where 
Xi = -S-\- hul + + auL)t, 
o 
门 1 0 
X2 = S -aH, 
xs = S u\t, 
-s s 
Figure 5.6: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(10) 
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The meeting time t i is given by, 
, 65 , 
ti = -y- r ^ > 0， 
v/[ + auL —含 a 
whenever UL, UR, a satisfy (a), (b) or (c). Then we have a new shock wave 
X4, which satisfies 
I 你 ) = + 罕 - 似 . v ^ ) ， 
[2:4(^1) = X i { t i ) = X2{ti), t > t i . 
Therefore, i f < ^ < then 
ul > > 
As in the discussion of case(3), we can show what we constructed is a weak 
solution. 
(5). contact shock wave and shock wave. 
When Ul < Ur < 0 < -2ur < a, at the beginning, the right wave is contact 
shock wave and the left wave is a shock wave. Due to entropy condition, 
they wi l l interact. After interaction, a new shock of form (5.18) wi l l be 
generated. 
(6). contact shock wave and contact shock wave. 
When A 二 —、UL = -2UR, at the beginning, we have two contact shock 
waves. There is only one shock wave of form (5.18) left after interaction of 
two in i t ia l contact shock waves. 
(7). contact shock wave and composite wave. 
When UL < UR < { ) < A = —\UL < —2UR, at the beginning, the left 
wave is a contact shock wave and the right wave is a composite wave. Due 
to the entropy condition, the contact shock wave meet the contact shock 
wave in the composite wave. This wi l l generate a new shock wave which 
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wi l l interact wi th rarefaction wave in the composite wave. As same as the 
case(2), there is only a shock wave of form (5.18) left at last. 
(8). rarefaction wave and shock wave. 
When a < u i , at the beginning, the left wave is a rarefaction wave and 
the right wave is a shock wave. Due to the entropy condition, the shock 
wi l l meet the rarefaction wave at a finite time t]_. Then shock wave wi l l 
be curved due to interaction of shock wave and rarefaction wave. Finally 
this curved shock become a straight shock of form (5.18) after i t goes out 
of rarefaction wave region. More precisely, the solution Ua is 
• 
UL for X < x i { t ) , 
, 、 for x,{t)<x<x2{t), 
Ua(x, t) = V 
Q! for X2{t) < x < a^aW, 0 < ^ < t i , 
UR for X3(T) < X, 
\ 
• 
、 UL fo r X < XI{t), 
Ua{x,t) = for Xi{t) <x<x^{t), t i < t < t2, 
UR for XI{t) < X, 
\ 
j UL f o r X < X5(T), 
Ua(x,t)= < 
I UR for X5{T) < X, T2 < t, 
here 
. Xi = -S + u\t, 
3；2 = -5 + aH, 
X3 = 5 + + ^fi + cmR)t, 
We have 
ZQ；^  — auR — 
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Mt) / 
- s s 
Figure 5.4: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(8) 
for a < U l < Ur < 0, which implies that Xs wi l l meet X2 at a finite time 
亡 1 > 0 . A t this time, we get a new generated shock x^, and X4{t) satisfies 
/ / , 、 1/2 X4-\- S IX4 S. 
⑴ = ^ R + — UR-y ^ - ^ ) , 
Due to the entropy condition, we have ( - y ^ ^ ^ ” = ^ ^ > x'^  > 
Since 
, , — A - 、 华 - u 『 摔 _ W # _ W 保 s 乂 
工4 = S 
〈 < — - 4 ) - \UR 评 - \ U R 码 • 甲 
- It 
= Zt 
_ - 平 -
= Zt 
/ — X4+5 _ 丄4 t 
- S ^ 
< 0, 
due to the entropy condition, so, for sufficiently large t, we have x'^ < 
This ensure that X4(t) meets Xi( t ) at finite t2 > 0. Then we have a shock 
wave of form (5.18), so we finish the construction. 
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(9). composite wave and shock wave. 
Now let us assume that UL, UR, a satisfy one of the following three condi-
tions 
(a). UL < UR < -2UR < -\UL < a; 
(b). UL < U R < ^ < -\UL < < a; 
(c). UL < 0 < UR < —^UL < A-
Due to entropy condition, first of all, the contact shock wave wi l l interact 
w i th rarefaction wave and form a curved shock wave unt i l x = —S + ^uj^t. 
Then the shock wave wi l l become a contact shock wave and this contact 
shock wave propagate unti l i t meet the contact shock wave in the left com-
posite wave. Between the shock wave and the straight line x = —S + uj^t, 
i t is a region which is completely determined by the curved contact shock 
wave. When the curved contact shock interact wi th contact shock wave in 
the left composite wave, they wi l l generate a shock wave, and this shock 
wave wi l l cross the region which we just mentioned and touch the right 
boundary x = -S + and become a straight shock of form (5.18) at 
last. We write the details for the case (a) as an example. More precisely, 
the solution Ua{x, t) is 
/ 
- S s 
Figure 5.6: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(10) 
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F 
Ul for X < xi{t), 
for x i { t ) < x < x ^ { t ) , 
t) = < ^ 
a for x^(t) < X < 0 <t <ti, 
UR for X4{T) < X, 
\ ( 
UL for X < Xi{t), 
Ua{x,t) = for Xi{t) <X<X5{t), h<t< t2, 
UR for X5{T) < X, 
\ 
F 
UL for X < x i { t ) , 
J ^ for X i [ t ) < x < x S ) . 
U a [ x , t ) = 《 V 
UF{x,t) for XQ{t) <X < X2{t), t2 <t < ts, 
UR FOR X2{T) < X, 
\ ( 
Ul for X < 3；7 ⑴， 
Ua{x,t) = UF{x,t) for X j i t ) <X< X2(t), h <t< U, 
UR for X2(T) < X, 
\ 
UL for X < rc8(t)， 
I UR for X%[t) < X, U < t, 
here 
xi = -S-\- \ult, 
X2 = -S 
X3 = -S + a^t, 
X4 = S + + + cmR)t, 
„ _ 1 Ix+S 
卸 - 丁 ， 
We can get the time t i when xs meets 0:4, 
= ^ > 0 , 
— U 力R — AUR 
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whenever ur and a satisfy (a). At t i , the new generated shock wave is 
Therefore, if < ^ ^ < we have 
宇 〉 4 ⑴ 〉 4 . 
Note that 
" 一 工 、 - 、 平 + UR • 摔 + \UR. + \ U R . 保 s 乂 
工5 = U 
< 4 - ( 3 4 - 4 ) + \ u r { 押 + 保 s • 4 ) 
- S 
< u\ - 24 - u\ 
- 3t 
= 
“ 3 t 
< 0, 
which implies that at a sufficiently large 力2，we have 4:u\ > x'^, i.e., x^ wil l 
meet X2 at the finite 亡2- When the interaction occurs, they generate new 
contact shock wave Xe, and XQ satisfies 
, _ 1X6 + 5 
and at the same time the region between XQ and X2 is u f = Then 
the entropy condition becomes ^ ^ > XQ > When XQ meets Xi, we 
have new shock x j , 
, 1 , 2 1 Ixt ^ S 1X7 -\r S. 
The speed is increasing when x j passing through the region between xq and 
X2, and the speed of X2 is fixed to be 4f/吴，so there must have a finite t i 
such that X7 interacts wi th X2. So we have a shock wave at last. Then the 
solution has the form (5.18). We finish construction for case (a). 
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(10). composite wave and contact shock wave. 
When 0 < — < A = —2UR, at the beginning, the left wave is a composite 
wave and the right wave is a contact shock wave. Due to the entropy 
condition, the contact shock wave wi l l interact wi th the rarefaction wave in 
the composite wave and generate a curved shock wave. A t the same time, 
since the characteristics on the right hand side of the contact shock wave 
have not yet interacted wi th any other waves, so they propagate as same 
as before. Therefore there is a region between curved contact shock wave 
where the solution can be completely determined by contact shock wave. 
Moreover, entropy condition shows that this curved shock wave wi l l cross 
rarefaction wave and interact wi th the contact wave of the composite wave. 
Their interaction wi l l generate a shock wave. Moreover, when this shock 
wave propagates, i t wi l l go through the region between the curved contact 
shock wave and characteristics on the right hand side of the contact shock 
wave. After the shock wave goes out of this region, i t wi l l interact wi th 
characteristics. Finally, this interaction wi l l generate a shock wave of form 
(5.18). More precisely, we have the solution Ua as 
— 4 ^ 、 
、 ^ - 、 
- s s 
Figure 5.6: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(10) 
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< 
UL for X < Xi{ t) , 
‘ 、 for XiW <a:<X2(t), 
a for X2{t) < X < 0 < t < i i , 
UR for X^{T) < X, 
f 
UL for X < Xi{ t ) , 
for x i [ t ) < x < x 4 ( t ) , t i < t < t2, 
Ua{x,t} = < V 
uf{x, t) for X4(t) < X < Xs(t), 
UR for < X, 
V 
‘ 
Ul for X < 
Ua{x,t) = < UF{x,t) for X5{t) < X < t2 < t < t^, 
UR for < rc, 
\ f 
UL for a: < rce ⑴， 
Uoc(x,t)= 
[ U R for XQ(T) < X, ts < t, 
where 
= + i(ni + — \ul)t =-5 + \ult, 
X2 = -S-h ah, 
xa = 5 + ^a^t = 5 + ult, 
1 Ix-^S 
W 丁’ 
We can obtain the t ime t i as 
“ = s 〉。， 
then the curved contact shock wave is given by 
, 1 , , /a;+ 5,2 ‘ 1 /a;+ 5,2 I x ^ S , Ix-i-S 
工4 = 5((\/"T~) +、--2\l丁、- -2丁、= -4丁, 
i f M < 华 < a2’ we have ^ > x'^  > 评 . 
When 
X4 interacts w i th x i , the x^ is 
, 1, 2 1 /x + S Ix-^S. 
% = 和 似 V 丁 + ! 丁)’ 
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From the entropy condition, X5 wi l l interact the characteristic X3 = S + uj^t 
in a finite time. We get a shock of form (5.18) at last. So we finish the 
construction of this case. 
(11). composite wave and composite wave. 
When 0 < —、ul < Oi < —2ur, at the beginning, we have two composite 
waves. This case is a l i t t le more complicated. Due to the entropy condition, 
the contact shock of the right composite wave wi l l interact the rarefaction 
wave of the left composite wave first, i t is different from all cases discussed 
previously in that a new contact shock wave wi l l be generated. At the 
same time, since the rarefaction wave in the right composite wave have 
not yet interacted wi th any other waves, so they propagates as same as 
before. Therefore there is a region between curved contact shock wave 
and rarefaction wave of the right composite wave. However, solution in 
this region can be completely determined by contact shock wave. Entropy 
condit ion show that the curved contact wave wi l l meet the contact shock 
wave in the left composite wave. Their interaction wi l l generate a shock 
wave. Moreover, when this shock wave propagates, i t wi l l go through the 
region between the curved contact shock wave and rarefaction wave int 
the right composite wave. After the shock wave goes out of this region, 
i t w i l l interact w i th rarefaction wave. The entropy condition assures that 
the shock wave wi l l cancel all rarefaction wave so that there is only a shock 
wave of form (5.18) left at last. More precisely, the solution Ua(x, t) is given 
by 
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Ul for X < xi(t), 
y j ^ for x^it) <x< X2{t), 
t) = < a for X2(t) < x < 0 <t < t i , 
for xs{t) < x < x^ i t ) , 
UR FOR X4{T) < X, 
\ 
UL for X < x i { t ) , 
yf^^ for xi(t) <x< 0；5 ⑴, 
Uaix,t) = UF{x,t) for X5{t) <X < Xs(t), ti < t < t2, 
- y / ^ for Xs{t) <x<x^(t), 
UR for X4{T) < X, 
V ( 
U l f o r X < XQ{T), 
UF(x,t) for xeit) <x < Xs{t), t2 < t < tg, 
Ua{x, t) = / 
- y j ^ for xs{t) < x < x i ( t ) , 
UR FOR 3:4(T) < X, 
V ( 
Ul for X < 0：7 ⑴， 
Ua{x,t) = < for Xi{t) <x < X4{t), h <t < U, 
UR for X4{T) < X, 
\ 
Y 
UL f o r X < X8(T), 
Ua{x,t)= 
UR f o r XSIT) < X, T4 < t , 
< 
where 
A 二一S + + (—臺似)2 - l u l ) t = - 5 + 
X2 = -S-\- AH, 
xz = S 
4 
X4 = 5 + u\t, 
1 lx + S 
W 丁. 
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- S s 
Figure 5.7: Asymptotic Behavior of Shock Wave case(l l ) 
We can get when h = > x^ wi l l meet and at this t ime we have 
the new contact wave rcs. 
, 1 " 1x5 + 3 2 , , 1 + S 2 IX5 + S 
h = 5 ( ( \ / 丁 ） + ( — W 丁 ） 丁 ） 
13^5 + 5 . 
= ，Since 
4 "t 
we can see from the above equation that when 艺2 is large enough, u\ > x'^ 
at 亡2, and we have a new shock wave XQ. 
To consider i f XQ w i l l meet 0:3, we proceed as follows: 
Af ter t i , due to the entropy condition, the speed of x^ decreases in the 
direction of the decreasing speed of the rarefaction wave, unt i l 2:5 meets Xi 
when t = 
The solution between x^ and X3 is the wave similar to rarefaction wave, 
every characteristic tangents wi th the contact wave 0:5, so the speed of XQ 
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is increasing when ts is large enough, Xe wi l l interact 0:3. After 力3, a new 
shock wave x j is generated from the interaction of xq wi th 0:3. The speed 
of X7 is increasing, when 亡4 is large enough, the speed of x j wi l l be larger 
than the speed of X4, which is uj^, which implies that x^ wi l l meet 0:4 in a 
finite time. Finally, we have shock Xg, Xs = Xa-\- crt. 
The solution has the form (5.18). We have proved the lemma in this subcase. 
Now we finish the proof of the eleven subcases, the proof of the lemma is done. 
• 
We now turn to the general Cauchy problem (5.16) w i th (5.14). 
Order ing Principle: Let / be a smooth function, and let u(x, t) and v{x, t) 
be piecewise smooth weak solutions satisfying Oleinik entropy condition to the 
Cauchy problem (5.14) and (5.13)，where the ini t ial data are u{x, 0) and v{x, 0), 
respectively. Then u{x,0) < v{x,0) \/ x e ( - 0 0 , 0 0 ) implies u{x,t) < v{x,t) 
V ^ > 0, Vrc e ( - 0 0 , 0 0 ) . 
In fact, this is direct result of Kruzkov's uniqueness theorem and maximum 
principle of viscous conservation law. 
Def in i t ion 5.2. For solutions of (5.16) and (5.14), let 
x i i t ) = sup{a; : u{x', t) = UL V a;' < a;}, 
XR{t) = inf{a; : u(x', t) = ur V a;' > a;}. 
Now we state our main theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. If ul < UR< —\UL, then there exists TO and XQ, to > 0，such that 
for all t > to, 
u{x, t) = UL for X < XQ at, 
= U R for X > XQ ( j t . 
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where a = (J{UL, UR) and 
xo = -~~ [ 广 ~！^恥 u^(x))dx, 
Ur - Ul J-S 2 
Remark : We have a similar theorem for ul > ur > —\ui. 
Proo f Let 
M = SM^{u\x):-S < x < S } , 
m = mi{u\x) :-S <x< 5 } . 
Let the solutions to (5.16)-(5.17) corresponding to a = M and a = mhe respec-
t ively t) and Um{x,t) w i th corresponding xm： ^m,艺a/, tm- I t is easy to see 
that XM < Xm- I f XM = Xm, then we are done. So assume xm < Xm- Using the 
ordering principle, we have 
Um{x, t) < u{x, t) < UM{x^t) V X, V ^ > 0. 
Thus for a\\ t >t = i n a x f t M , t m } , we have 
u{x, t) = Ul for X < Xm crt, 
= U r for X > Xm-\- crt, 
and 
UL = t) < u(x, t) < UM{x^ t) = UR for XM crt < X < Xm + crt. 
From Definit ion (5.2), for t >t/\t is easy to see that 
Xm crt < XL{t) < XR{t) <Xm-\r crt. 
furthermore x i i t ) and XR{t) are Lipschitz continuous curves wi th slopes 
幼 ) = + — 工 “ ” + 0，和 u \ x L ( t ) + 0, t )) , 
and 
ooRit) = & 4 + URu{xR{t) - 0 ’ t ) + u''(xR{t) - 0, t ) ) , 
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respectively. Since u(xi(t) + 0’ t) and u{xR(t) — 0，t) are both between UL and ur 
for t >t, we have from entropy condition 
x'lit) > (T{UL,UR) =(J> x'ji{t). 
Thus ⑴ — c r > 0 and a : '尺⑴ -a < 0 or { x i i t ) - crt) is nondecreasing and 
(x[i(t) — at) is nonincreasing for t >t. But XL(t) - at < X}i(t) 一 at for t >t. 
Thus i f there exists to >t such that xiito) 二 then we have XL = XR and 
x'L = a = x'ji for all t > to. I f this is the case, then we done. Now suppose the 
opposite, that is, XL < XR for all t >t\ then [xL{t) — at) is nondecreasing and 
bounded and (xR(t) 一 at) is nonincreasing and bounded for t > t . Hence 
Urn ( x i ( t ) — at) = XL, l im xUt) = a, (5.20) 
t~^oo t>oo 
l im (XRU) — at) = XR, l im x'Jt) = a, (5.21) 
t~^ •OO t~>-00 
wi th XL < XR. From the entropy condition, 
ul > cr{uL,UR) > 
we can choose sufficiently small S such that 
U"^ > A > v^ for all u € {UL,UL + 5), v e {UR- (5.22) 
From (5.20) and (5.21), we can choose sufficiently large t j , such that u{xL{t) + 
0 , t ) e (UR - 6, UR) a n d U{XR{T) + 0 , t ) G ( U L . U L + (5) f o r a l l t > ts- N o w f o r 
t > ts, through u{xL{t) + 0,t) and u{xR{t) + 0, t ) we can draw characteristics 
backward in time. They would intersect along a discontinuity line whose slope is 
approximately a due to (5.22) and Rankine-Hugoniot condition. (Note that they 
cannot terminate at a contact discontinuity before they meet). But i t is obvious 
that this discontinuity line violates entropy condition. • 
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